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Building a Support Network that Keeps You Healthy 

 

 

 

 

 

Small Groups are a great start to a support network, but we have many ways of relating to 
people inside and outside of the group setting.  Sometimes we need a coach; other times a 
mentor.  Accountability partners, trainers, and counselors also play a critical role along the 
way.   
 

It’s important to know which you need at which season of life.  All these relationships are 

temporary and goal oriented.  When you achieve your goals for forming the relationship, you 

either terminate the relationship or establish a new goal.  Your support network should change 

as often as you change. 



Counseling 

Definition 

In a counseling relationship, you’re looking for 
someone to fix the problems you know you have, 
with answers that you do not know you have.  Words 
such as “recovery” or “healing” are very common 
as counseling is designed to move you beyond your 
past or current circumstances, restoring you to a 
normal level of functioning.   

Ideal Occasion 

A good counseling relationship will feel very empowering, but the fact of the matter is that 

counseling is ideal when your problems have exceeded your capabilities.  You need counseling when you 

don’t know how to cope.  Counseling therefore does involve a fair amount of being told what to feel, 

think, and do.  Don’t let the common stigma’s hold you down though; it takes a very confident and 

competent person to admit they need help; not to mention you will save yourself a lot of problems 

in the long run.  Everyone needs counseling at one time or another. 

Demonstration – Case Study on Depression 

Try it Yourself Exercise 

Counseling is 50% listening, 50% prayer, and offering a little advice somewhere in-between.  Let 

someone tell you about a hurt or issue they are struggling to overcome.  Ask a lot of questions as 

you listen to make sure you got the full story  - don’t chase down every rabbit trail though; use 

prayer to discern which issues are most relevant to learn about.  As a general rule, only dig up what 

will help you move them forward. 

Resources 

� From the Experts: Christian Counseling: A Comprehensive Guide by Gary Collins 

� From your Local Professionals: Christian Counseling Associates, Delmar, 518-439-0033, 

Info@CCAHope.com, www.ccahope.com 

� From your Church Family: David Milford is our resident expert at counseling, yet it would be 

best to call the church office first when seeking a counseling appointment. 

 



Accountability 

Definition 

In an accountability relationship, you allow another to 
ask you the right questions, at the right time, to keep 
you on track.  The established “track” could come 
from your own professed values/plans, or it could 
come from a standard guide.  A good accountability 
relationship will be encouraging and collaborative, not 
aggressive or belittling.  These relationships often 
work best when a circle of friends have committed to 
mutually giving and receiving accountability.  

Ideal Occasion 

An accountability relationship is ideal when you know exactly what you need to do and how you need to 

do it.  In these situations there is no need to belabor the point with more talk.  All you need is a good 

friend that will ask you how you are progressing and encourage you to keep moving forward.   

Demonstration – The Good, Bad, and Ugly of Accountability 

 

Try it Yourself Exercise  

Here is a list of character accountability questions derived from Neil Cole’s LTG pamphlet.   

� Have you been a testimony to the greatness of Jesus Christ with both your words and actions? 

� Have you been exposed to sexually alluring material or allowed your mind to entertain 

inappropriate sexual thoughts? 

� Have you lacked integrity in your financial dealings? 

� Have you been honoring, understanding, and generous in your relationships? 

� Have you damaged another person through your words, either behind their back or face to face? 

� Have you given into addictive behavior? 

� Have you held anger against another or secretly wished their misfortune? 

� Have you been completely honest with the above? 

Resources 

� From the Experts:  Neil Cole’s Life Transformation Group Pamphlet.  See cmaresources.org or 

root48.wordpress.com under the groups/discipleship model discussion section.  

� From your Local Professionals:  You really don’t need a professional relationship for accountability, 

yet any professional relationship you have established should incorporate an element of 

accountability. 

� From your Church Family: Your most trusted friend(s) are the best accountability asset you will 

find.  Consider reserving a portion of your small group time for accountability, or commit to a 

scheduled phone call amongst friends. 



Mentoring 

Definition 

In a mentoring relationship, you talk about where 
you are at, your mentor tells you where you need to 
be and what it will take to get there.  Although you 
are not without a voice, you give a lot of control 
over to the mentor for directing the agenda.   

Ideal Occasion 

Mentoring is an ideal relationship when you have 
found someone you want to be like.  You do not need to become like this person in all aspects, in 
fact it is best to seek a specific mentor for each subject you need development.   

Demonstration – Career Development from a Distance 

Try it Yourself Exercise 

Mentoring begins by selecting a subject to focus on.  For this to work well, the subject has to be 

something the mentee wants to improve at, and something the mentor is experienced at.  If you’re 

the mentor, here are a few steps you can follow…  

1. Ask some question to learn your mentee’s history with the subject.  Explain to me your interest 

in this subject.  Why is it important?  What do you want to change?  What have you learned on your own up 

to this point? 

2. Explain your history with the subject.  Before getting into the details of your knowledge on 

the subject, it helps to share where and how you learned it.  This will give your mentee a 

base from which he or she may ask you further questions. 

3. Connect your stories.  Rather than bullet pointing everything you know on the subject, find 

the intersection between where your mentee is currently and where you’ve already been.  In 

other words, don’t necessarily tell them what they need to hear, tell them what they are ready 

to hear. 

4. Give them something to try.  After sharing a few lessons, share a few key activities your 

mentee could use to progress themselves on the subject. 

5. Each subsequent time you meet, follow a similar system: listening, teaching, and challenging 

on the most pressing issues of that time. 

Resources 

� From your Local Professionals: A number of community service organizations offer mentoring; 

linking up with one starts with identifying the subject with which you would like to 

give/receive mentoring. 

� From your Church Family: Your friends and church family are your best pool of potential 

mentors.  Keep your eyes open for people who excel in your area of need. 



Coaching  

Definition 

In a coaching relationship, you propose and pursue 
your own goals.  A coach is not there to feed you 
answers.  Instead, a coach asks you the right questions 
from which you will come up with your own answers.  
As you develop your own plan, a coach will then ask 
you questions that will help you progress within your 
plan.   

Ideal Occasion 

Coaching is ideal when you need to look forward instead of backward; when you want to be proactive instead 

of reactive.  To be ready to work with a coach, you must be ready to take responsibility for your own life 

and believe you are a capable person.   

 

Coaching should be your first stop when you feel like you’re wandering through life or stuck in a “mid-

life crisis.”  A coach will help you get in touch with your most important goals for life.  A coach will also 

help you achieve your most important goals for life – you will ponder, prioritize, and plan as you go. 

Demonstration: Coaching example with Ron Renaud 

Try it Yourself Exercise - Questions are taken from Leadership Coaching by Tony Stoltzfus 

1. Ask some questions that will help the person discover God’s agenda for their life: 

What are the 2-3 things that you believe are on God’s top agenda for you? If current circumstances were a 
disclosure of God’s plan, what would you say he is up to? What area of life has God been speaking to you most 
on over the past six weeks?  

2. Ask some questions that will help them sift God’s agenda into prioritized goals: 
What would need to change for your personal, professional, or spiritual life to go to a whole new level? Where is 
life most difficult right now? What are you most motivated to change?  What one change would make the biggest 
difference? 

3. Ask some questions that will help them turn a prioritized goal into a plan:  
Paint me a picture of what this aspect of your life would look like in its finished state.  What will you do?  Is this 
decision true to your values?   

4. Supply accountability until plans are completed.  Keep the accountability positive, proactive, and 

consistent.  Give grace without lowering the standard. 

Resources 

� From the Experts: Co-Active Coaching, 2nd Edition: New Skills for Coaching People Toward Success in Work 

and Life by Laura Whitworth, Karen Kimsey-House, Henry House, Phillip Sandahl  

� From your Local Professionals: Ron Renaud, Certified Professional Co-Active Coach, (518) 357-9829; 

rr@RonRenaud.com; www.ronrenaud.com 

� From your Church Family: Brian Hofmeister is the most experienced coach at Christ’s Church.  

He’ll gladly meet with you personally as a coach and/or train others to do so. 



Training  

Definition 

A training relationship is established by seeking out an 
expert on the subject you most want development.  
Training is a want more than a need, because training is 
about taking a subject with which you are already good, 
and pushing it to the point of greatness.   
 
In training, you follow the recommend regimen of 
readings, projects, and application exercises of the 
experts.  Often these relationships happen at arm’s 
length due to the high demand on the expert – a trainer 
is essentially a mentor with very little time and a whole lot of people.  Class room settings are common for 
training, but a disciplined person could easily take advantage of self-led resources. 

Ideal Occasion 

Training is ideal for becoming a resident expert.  You’ve overcome some inadequacies, have developed a 

reputation, and now want to become the best you can possibly be within the subject.   

 

Demonstration – Favorite Online Experiences in the Hofmeister House 

 

Try it Yourself Exercise 

� If you were going to be considered an “expert” on a subject, which would it most likely be?  On 

which subject are you most studied?  On which subject do people most often solicit your advice?   

� List the best resources you’ve found on the subject.  Condense the best lessons on the subject you’ve 

derived from these resources personal experience.  What exercises would you recommend to another 

who wants to be a master of the subject?  Package all of this into an intelligible and interactive format 

and you’ll find you’ve created your first training program! 

Resources 

� From the Experts: There are thousands of possible sources for training.  Take advantage of resources 

on the web and at your local library as a first stop, but don’t be quick to rule out getting accredited 

degrees or certificates on the subject.  A number of correspondence and web based courses are 

making professional education more accessible than ever.   

� From your Local Professionals:  The Orchard Group (www.orchardgroup.org), a church planting network 

in the northeast heavily tied to Christ’s Church, has formed an accredited program in cooperation 

with Hope International University.  Their Institute consists of six courses offered at church 

locations in the northeast United States. Students complete these courses during three sessions of 

five days each (Monday through Friday), with 18 hours of classroom instruction per course. All 

courses include pre-class and/or post-class reading and writing assignments.  The Orchard Group 

intends to offer this training program every other year, that is, in 2008-2009, 2010-2011, 2012-2013, 

and on into the future. 

� From your Church Family:  Whoever most displays excellence in a given field most likely has some 

training resources they will quickly recommend to you. 



Building Your Building Your Building Your Building Your Support Support Support Support NetworkNetworkNetworkNetwork    WorksheetWorksheetWorksheetWorksheet    
 

List some issues/subjects with which you need to pursue development: 

 

 

 

Choose your top priority for development at this time:  ___________________ 

 

Who or where could you turn for each “bar of service” within your prioritized 

area of improvement?  If you are unsure, who could you ask to find a match? 

 

� Counselor –  

� Accountability Partner -  

� Mentor – 

� Coach -  

� Trainer –  

 

Where are you on the health line for this issue?  (Below, Near, Above)   

 

Which “bar(s)” would be the best fit?   

 

 

 

What is one step you could take this week toward building your network? 


